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Abstract
This paper deals with the problem of scheduling

aperiodic groups of tasks in distributed systems. It
proposes two contributions, namely: i) a distributed
scheduling algorithm to be included, together with a
set of aperiodic servers to deal with the processor
utilisation and the network bandwidth local to the
system nodes, in a distributed aperiodic server, and
ii) an extensive analysis of the behaviour of the pro-
posed scheduling algorithm by applying an holistic
approach. The sensitivity of the response time of the
algorithm to the parameters involved is also studied.

1 Introduction

In some real-time application areas, the execution of
whole groups of processes considered as atomic entities
must be accounted for. Examples are transactions exe-
cuted in a distributed environment, applications with end-
to-end constraints or real-time applications using redun-
dancy of execution to satisfy dependability requirements.
Hence, the problem of scheduling groups of tasks has a
crucial importance in such kinds of systems.
Unfortunately, this is still an open problem, at least as
long as aperiodic tasks running on distributed systems are
considered. In fact, while solutions have been provided
for the case of single processor systems, much less work
has been done in the field of distributed systems, where it
is necessary to consider the execution of groups of tasks
located on different nodes of the system.

In this paper we offer two contributions. The first is a
distributed scheduling algorithm to be included, together
with a set of aperiodic servers to deal with the processor
utilisation and the network bandwidth local to the system
nodes, in a distributed  aperiodic server. This server
works in presence of other tasks and, besides handling
allocation, precedence constrains and group deadlines, it
accounts for the dynamic selection of a task group in a set

of possible candidates. This last characteristic turns out to
be very useful whenever alternative task groups may be
executed to fulfil the same functionality, e.g. in systems
employing adaptive fault tolerance. The second contribu-
tion consists in the analysis of the response time of the
proposed algorithm in different system scenarios by
means of an holistic approach [11], [13]. It helps the ap-
plication designer to take more appropriate decisions
about the tuning of the parameters of the distributed aperi-
odic server.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 recalls
related work in the literature and states the system context
and assumptions. Section 3 describes the scheduling
algorithm we propose for building the distributed server.
Section 4 analyses the behaviour of this algorithm in
terms of its worst case response time and an evaluation is
performed in Section 5 to appreciate the sensitivity of the
algorithm behaviour to the different parameters involved.
Finally, conclusions are given in Section 6.

2 Problem Statement

2.1 Related Work

The scheduling of Hard Real-Time tasks on unipro-
cessor systems is a well-studied problem. The main ap-
proaches in this area are the Rate Monotonic and the
Earliest Deadline First [8] for the periodic load, and the
Sporadic Server [10], the Slack Stealer [2] and the Total
Bandwidth Server [12] for the scheduling of aperiodic
tasks, while guaranteeing the deadlines for periodic tasks.

Much less work is instead available for the schedul-
ing of groups of aperiodic tasks in distributed systems,
while maintaining some guarantee for the periodic load.
To date, most of the solutions allow to handle static allo-
cation and static scheduling of groups (see for example
[1], [5], [9]); however, static scheduling for task groups



determines a poor efficiency in the resources usage,
which could become unacceptable in many application
scenarios. Only few attempts exist addressing the dy-
namic scheduling of groups of tasks, the algorithms pro-
posed in [3], [4], [6] being the most advanced solutions.

The algorithm we propose in this paper defines a dis-
tributed protocol for accepting (or rejecting) the execution
of a group of tasks in a distributed system. It is based on
the two phase commit protocol, extending a similar
algorithm [4] in two ways: a) the underlying distributed
environment is more general and no specific kernel
support is assumed; b) it addresses the problem of
choosing exactly one task group in a set of groups.

2.2 System Context and Assumptions

A distributed system composed of a network of
uniprocessor nodes is here assumed. The network itself is
able to handle real-time traffic at the physical level (i.e., it
is able to guarantee an upper bound to the delivery of a
packet); when performing the numerical evaluation, we
will consider a Timed Token Protocol architecture [7].

The system workload is composed of groups of peri-
odic, sporadic and aperiodic tasks, subject to precedence
constraints and characterised by a set of parameters, as
reported in Table 1.

Parameters characterising task groups Symbol
Minimum Interarrival Time between two con-
secutive arrivals of task group i

Ti

Deadline by which the task group i has to
complete its execution

Di

Maximum Execution Time  for task j Cj
Maximum Number of Packets for message m Cm
�Packet Transmission Time ρ

Table 1. Parameters characterising task groups.

Tasks of periodic and sporadic groups are assumed
statically allocated and statically guaranteed. The dy-
namic scheduling of tasks on a node and of messages at a
network adapter is guided by an EDF scheduler. This
choice is justified by the need to have maximum flexibil-
ity in the scheduling, without losing predictability on the
behaviour of more critical tasks.

The aperiodic load consists of requests to execute a
number of different functionalities, for each of them sev-
eral alternative computations are possible. Each alterna-
tive computation constitutes an applicative task group; all
the alternatives relative to a certain functionality are as-
sumed ordered by a preference value defined by the de-
signer. We indicate with GF the set of alternative execu-
tions for the functionality F. The tasks and messages for

all the computations are statically allocated, but not
scheduled; when a request comes in, the system must
schedule one among the pertinent alternatives. The dy-
namic scheduling of the aperiodic load is managed by a
periodic group (called planning group) of system tasks
(called planning tasks). The planning group is in charge
of requesting to local nodes the time for the execution of
aperiodic groups, locally managed by a Total Bandwidth
Server [12], slightly modified as described later.

3 The Proposed Algorithm

The planning group behaves as a periodic task group;
at the beginning of each period, a single task, called the
group leader (leader in the following) verifies whether
there are any pending requests of execution of some func-
tionality F. If this in not the case, the leader simply termi-
nates its execution and waits for the beginning of the next
cycle. If there is at least one pending request instead, the
leader activates the scheduling algorithm. It enquires the
group followers  tasks (simply followers in the following)
to verify which resources are available to execute F;
based on the responses received, it decides whether the
request can be accepted (choosing an alternative execu-
tion among those possible in GF) or it must be rejected.
For simplicity, we consider here that a follower is present
on each node of the system and all the followers are in-
volved in each execution of the algorithm (assuming a
special behaviour for those followers not interested in the
planning of a given functionality F* because no one of the
groups in GF* has tasks allocated on their nodes).

No specific support is required to the underlying ker-
nel for the execution of the planning group; the kernel
simply treats the planning group as a periodic applicative
group. This allows to use a set of results of the scheduling
theory to analyse the behaviour of the algorithm.

The Total Bandwidth Server assumed on each node
must be able to perform the guarantee for an aperiodic
task in two steps, to be compliant with the algorithm be-
haviour, and to cope with possible release jitter of even
guaranteed tasks due to precedence constrains.

The algorithm is presented in the following, adopting
a C notation. The activities of the leader and of the fol-
lowers are distinguished. Before detailing the algorithm,
let’s briefly describe the meaning of declarations and pro-
cedures introduced to handle tasks, inter-task communi-
cations and timeouts.
• �task (): to define a task and the message(s) on which

the task is activated. In case of messages in an or rela-
tion, then either messages is acceptable and can acti-
vate the task;

• set_timeout (t, j): to require the transmission of a
timeout message to task j after t time units;

• send(j, m): to send message m to task j;



• multicast(k[], m): to send message m to a set of tasks;
• reserve(F): called by a follower to reserve on its node

resources (if any) required by groups in GF; it returns
the groups names for which resources have been allo-
cated;

• confirm (g, F): called by a follower to confirm the al-
location of local resources (if any) to group g in GF,
and the consequent release of resources (if any) allo-
cated to other groups in GF; if g is NONE, all re-
sources allocated to groups in GF are released;

• select_alternate(vote[]): to select, based on the votes,
the highest preferred alternative group in GF voted by
all the followers.
As we are considering a single planning group in the

system, we assume that the identifiers of the leader and of
the followers are statically known. In order to simplify the
subsequent analysis, we divide the execution of the leader
and of the followers in two phases, carried on by different
tasks; however, the name of the functionality the algo-
rithm is trying to schedule is assumed to be maintained
from one phase to the following one.

3.1 The Leader Task

The first phase (leader_phase1) starts when the
leader is awaken by the kernel at the beginning of its pe-
riod.

enum vote_type (wakeup, executed, vote, 

timeout, abort)

typedef struct {

vote_type type;

long info;

} msg

task leader_phase1(msg wakeup) {

msg m;

m.type = vote;

m.info = F;

multicast(followers[], m);

set_timeout(Tmax, leader_phase2); }

task leader_phase2(msg timeout or

msg vote[]) {

msg m;

if (timeout != NULL) {

m.type = abort;

m.info = NULL;

multicast(followers[], m);

} else {

m.info = select_alternate(vote[]);

if (m.info == NONE) m.type = abort;

else m.type = execute;

multicast(followers[], m); } }

For simplicity of exposition, we concentrate here on
the case of having exactly one functionality F requesting
execution. The group leader then broadcasts to all its
followers an activate message for the execution of F, calls
set_timeout and terminates. The identification of an
appropriate policy to be adopted by the leader to schedule
several functionalities requesting execution is out of the
scope of this paper.

When  the second phase (leader_phase2) starts, either
the leader has received responses from all its followers, or
it has received a timeout message. If at least one task
group in GF has received all positive votes, the leader
sends an execute message for that group to all the fol-
lowers; in case of ties, the alternative with the highest
value is selected. Otherwise, the leader broadcasts an
abort message to all the followers.

3.2 The Follower Tasks

During the first phase (followerxx_phase1), the fol-
lower is awaken by the activate message sent by the
leader and verifies if there are any tasks of groups in GF
requiring resources local to its node and, in such a case,
checks if it can reserve the required resources. If this is
possible, the follower reserves the resources and sends a
(positive) vote message back to the leader, indicating
which alternative groups can be executed on its node;
otherwise, it sends a (negative) vote  message. In case no
one of the groups in GF requires resources on its node, the
follower simply sends back a (dummy) positive vote.
Then,  it calls set_timeout  and terminates.

task followerxx_phase1(msg activate) {

functionality fun;

msg m;

fun = activate.info;

m.type = vote;

m.info = reserve(fun);

send(leader, m);

set_timeout(Tmax, followerxx_phase2); }

task followerxx_phase2(msg timeout or msg 

execute or msg abort) {

if (execute != NULL)

confirm(execute.info, fun);

else

confirm(NONE, fun); }

The second phase (followerxx_phase2xx) starts
when the follower receives a response from the leader
(execution or abort) or a timeout message from the kernel.
In the first case, the follower activates the task(s) of the
alternative task group selected by the leader allocated on
its node (if any), and releases the resources (if any) for



other groups in GF; otherwise, it releases all the computa-
tional resources allocated during the first phase.

4 The Holistic Analysis of the Algorithm

The holistic approach to the schedulability analysis,
as proposed in [11] and [13], combines the analysis of the
task and message scheduling in a unique framework, thus
allowing the analysis of the behaviour of periodic and
sporadic groups of tasks in distributed environments.

The approach is based on an iterative process: at the
end of each iteration the release jitter for a message is
computed from the response time of the sending task; in
turn, the release jitter for a receiving process is computed
starting from the response time of the arriving messages.
The main results already presented in the literature [11]
on the analysis of task response time and message re-
sponse time by an holistic approach are reported in the
Appendix, using the notation defined in Table 1.

4.1 A Model to Analyse the Algorithm

The holistic approach shows very useful to evaluate
the maximum response time for a planning group consid-
ering the interference with the other tasks (periodic, spo-
radic, or aperiodic handled through a server mechanism).
However, a planning group is represented by a graph
structure and to be analysed trough an holistic analysis,
this last needs to be extended to treat: a) multicasting, and
b) tasks synchronisation on more than one message.

For the multicasting, we simply observe that the re-
lease jitter for a multicasted message is propagated to all
the recipients of the message itself. This means that in the
solution of the equations the release jitter of such a mes-
sage is passed to all its recipients. The synchronisation of
a task on a set of messages implies that the task itself has
to wait until the last of the messages arrives, so the task
inherits the maximum release jitter among all the mes-
sages it is waiting for. With these two extensions, a plan-
ning group can be examined by means of the holistic
analysis. The only formulas we need to define are those
relative to the release jitters of messages and tasks. The
formulas recalled in the Appendix can then be applied.

With reference to the description of the algorithm
given in Section 3, we are interested in analysing the fol-
lowing tasks and messages:
• leader_phase_n: the nth phase of the leader;
• followerxx_phase_n: the nth phase of the follower xx;
• activate, vote and execute: the messages exchanged

during the algorithm.
Deadline for messages and tasks composing the

planning group are assigned as described in [11]: first, all
the tasks and messages take the group deadline as their
deadline, and then the deadline of each of them is reduced

by the maximum time necessary to the execution or
transmission of its successors. Under the reasonable as-
sumptions that i) the dimension for the messages ex-
changed by the planning tasks is equal to one network
frame, and ii) a task can send a message as soon as it is
ready, release jitters are obtained as follows (the notation
in Table 1 is used):

Jleader phase_ 1 0=

J ractivate leader phase= _ 1

J r Cfollower phase activate activatexx _ 1 = − ρ

J r Cvote follower phase activatexx xx
= −_ 1 ρ

J r C Cleader phase vote activate votexx xx_ max2 = − −{ }ρ ρ

J r C Cexecute leader phase activate votexx= − +{ }_ max2 ρ ρ

J r

C C C

follower phase execute

activate vote execute

xx

xx

2 = +

− + +{ }max ρ ρ ρ

To use the proposed algorithm in a real-time envi-
ronment, it is also necessary to assure that the executions
of the algorithm and of the aperiodic load do not cause
periodic or sporadic tasks to miss their deadlines because
of possible interference among them. For what concerns
the planning algorithm, since it is a task group, the formu-
las in the Appendix can be used to verify for which values
of the relevant parameters all the tasks and messages can
satisfy their deadlines. For the aperiodic load, we recall
that the processor capacity assigned to the execution of
the aperiodic groups is bounded on each node by an ape-
riodic server mechanism. This mechanism allows to de-
fine exactly the fraction of the processor utilisation to be
used for aperiodic tasks and so to evaluate its interference
with the execution of periodic tasks. This interference is
then accounted for in the formulas, when calculating the
maximum response time for the tasks.

Finally, note that a mechanism to manage the asyn-
chronous messages to be sent inside the aperiodic groups
is necessary. This could be approached in a similar way
as the Total Bandwidth server for tasks.

5  Evaluation of the Algorithm

In the experiments we are going to describe, we con-
sider a network of three nodes, connected through a
Timed Token Network. An activation of the distributed
server determines the activation of one execution of the
scheduling algorithm, which tries to schedule one single
functionality. The objective of this experiment is to
understand how the different parameters involved can
affect the response time of the proposed scheduling
algorithm. Its worst case response time is evaluated under



varying values of i) the frequency of activation of the
server, ii) the time reserved on the different nodes for
aperiodic groups and iii) the load of periodic applicative
tasks. Being able to appreciate the influence of these pa-
rameters on the response time, the application designer
can take more appropriate decisions about the tuning of
the distributed server parameters. The network parameters
have been fixed as follows: the Target Token Rotation
Time (TTRT) is equal to 2640 µs; the token retention
time for each node p (Hp) is 800 µs and the packet
transmission time (ρ) is equal to 800 µs. The deadline of
the distributed server is assumed equal to its activation
period. Although reasonable, the parameters setting
chosen simply constitute a line in the space of possible
combinations; our experiments are meant only to show
how an evaluation of the algorithm can be performed.
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Figure 1. Response time of the algorithm varying
the activation period of the distributed server

Figure 1 shows the plots of the response time of the
algorithm, for three different values of the Total
Bandwidth Server and varying the activation period of the
algorithm itself. We fixed the percentage of processor
utilisation on each node to be 45% for periodic applica-
tive tasks. The figure shows that, for the chosen setting,
short activation period (as 50 ms) are acceptable for the
server only if less than 20% of the processor utilisation is
devoted to aperiodic tasks, otherwise the algorithm
execution exceeds the deadline of the server itself. This is
due to the interference with the periodic load, which
grows with the increasing processor utilisation assigned
to aperiodic tasks.
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Figure 2. Response time of the algorithm varying
the utilisation reserved to the aperiodic load

Figure 2 shows the response time of the algorithm
varying the processor utilisation assigned to aperiodic
tasks in the range 10%-35%. Three curves have been
plotted, for different periods of the server. The utilisation
factor assigned to periodic tasks is fixed to 45%. The
figure shows that only using a large period (e.g. more
than 150 ms) it is possible to assign more than 30% of the
processor utilisation to aperiodic tasks.

Finally, figure 3 shows the response time of the al-
gorithm varying the load of the periodic tasks in the range
23.5%-54.8%. Again, three plots are depicted, for
different utilisation values given to the Total Bandwidth
Server. The period of the algorithm is fixed to 100 ms.
The figure shows the relative impact of the periodic and
aperiodic load on the response time of the algorithm.
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Figure 3. Response time of the algorithm varying
the utilisation reserved to the periodic load

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed a scheduling algo-
rithm for aperiodic groups of tasks in distributed real-time
systems, and analysed its behaviour in terms of response
time by an holistic approach.



The work has been developed under a simplified
scenario, where each execution of the distributed server is
devoted to the scheduling of a single functionality.
Actually, we have not considered the problem of defining
a selection strategy by which the scheduling algorithm
examines several requests of applicative functionalities.
The next step of this work is envisaged in this direction.
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Delivery Time for Messages.
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